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Abstract
3D gravitational modelling of an infilled coastal sedimentary basin is rare, with almost all 3D
gravity publications being based on mineral deposits related to hard rock mineral density
features. The sediment-bedrock boundary under the South Dunedin tombolo, New Zealand
provides a target to test the application of 3D inversion modelling on a small basin system. The
infilled South Dunedin basin has never been fully characterised and is the perfect target for 3D
inversion modelling due to a high contrast in density disparity between Holocene sedimentary
materials and bedrock.
Surveying was conducted using the University of Otago’s Worden gravimeter. Data were
collected over 20 days covering about 6.4 km2 with the collection of 320 survey points. This
survey was the first gravitational field work aimed at collecting data for 3D inversions by
anyone from the Otago University’s Geophysical Team. The inversion software GRAV3D
developed by the University of British Columbia-Geophysical Inversion Facility (UBC-GIF)
was used for the 3D modelling.
2D modelling confirmed the bedrock sedimentary features seen in the 3D models. With the 3D
model producing an insight into the bedrock interface that highlighted the potential of these
features include paleo-valley and a potential offset of geological units usually seen as a result
of faulting. The model shows that the paleo-channel bedrock interface was preferentially
eroding down, rather than meandering across and paleo-surface.
Resulting 3D models show the first view of the paleo-valley's sedimentary to bedrock interface
clearly, with three main features unearthed for the first time: the ridge running down the centre
of the valley, the symmetry of the valley sides and the identification of density variation in the
Holocene sediments across the South Dunedin infill section. This small-scale variance, not seen
in other models of the paleo-valley highlights the fact that more still can be learnt on what is
beneath one of New Zealand’s main cities.
Due to early errors within the early processing of data, that were caught only at the marking
stage of the thesis, some features discussed above would have been affected and re-modelling
from that stage onward is needed. In saying that all models that have been produced are still
believed to have the same broad shape as discussed and will not have been affected much by
the modelling process. Due to working commitments I have foregone the reprocessing of the

data and will be satisfied that the first ever 3D gravitational modelling at Otago University was
produced to the highest of standards.
Further study is needed to determine the potential applications of 3D gravity modelling in
sedimentary basins. With reprocessing of the models plus the confirmation of features seen in
the models produced within this thesis could be completed by high-resolution seismic survey
or drill holes into the South Dunedin Basin.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Gravity Surveying
Gravity surveys aim to detect underground structures of varying densities by the way of
disturbances (anomalies) in the Earth's gravitational field. The fundamentals of gravity
surveying are simple, However, the challenge in successful investigations concerns the
accuracy and precision of measurements, as the differences in gravity produced by variations
in density are generally so small that the instruments and techniques used to monitor and model
disturbances need to be highly sophisticated. Target units consist of any large geological bodies
with densities that differ from the host rock. New more accurate gravity meters (gravimeters)
enable smaller geological bodies to be targeted. Higher resolution data permit increased detail
in inversion models that are developed to aid in the interpretation of such data.
Gravitational surveys are almost always used in conjunction with other geophysical studies to
improve interpretations of geological features. One common combination is the use of both
magnetic and gravitational studies, often applied to the search for mineral deposits (Figure 1).
Less commonly, gravitational surveys can be combined with seismic surveys for the
characteriasation of a subsurface target. Usually a sharp density contrast corresponds to a large
seismic velocity change and the resistivity boundary can be imaged by seismic refraction or
reflection methods.

Figure 1: Image of a dual magnetic and gravitational study with hypothesised responses from simple geological targets.

1.2 Gravitational Inversions
Inverse modelling is now widely associated with the analysis of gravitational and magnetic
data (Oldenburg, 1974). Previously, before the development of powerful computers, the data
were seen in their raw anomalous states without 3D interpretation. Inversions enable the user
to input data and produce models of subsurface bodies that explain the observed anomaly.
Multiple inversion iterations can be computed for the same anomaly. Therefore, it is important
to have background geological information to ensure the appropriate inversion is chosen for
the anomaly measured.

1.3 Global Importance
The increase in the world’s population has come with an increase in strain on the world’s
mineral deposits. The first deposits to be exploited (and exhausted) are generally near surface
deposits. As these natural recourses are used, a shift occour towards exploration for more
difficult to find and reach ores. Gravity modelling is one of the first steps used in exploring for
new deposits or re-evaluating existing deposits where the cost of drilling is high and
justification of drilling expenditure is needed for exploration. Surveys usually involve
delineation of targets at depth using anomalous data and then determining where to undertake
drilling. The use of 3D inversions enables the creation of multiple iterations of models to
improve understanding of anomalous data. Drilling should commence where gravitational
anomalies produced from subsurface bodies show significant high or lows for which a source
can be determined. Inversions of large scale deposits have been used to further constrain targets
at depth, shedding new light on deposits by inverting previously collected data that were only
previously used to produce 2D anomaly maps.

1.4 South Dunedin Shallow Basin
South Dunedin, a group of suburbs in Dunedin, New Zealand is located on a Holocene infilled
section of coastal sediments connecting Otago Peninsula to the mainland. This infilled zone
has created an ideal area for residential and commercial properties since the 1860s. With little
mineral wealth, the infill was never mined and reclamation of the shallow swamp land, which
occurred from the 1860s to the 1970s (Goldsmith, 2014) created an inexpensive residential and
commercial land. This region primarily consists of a tombolo which infills the southern section

of Otago Harbour, with sand dunes that provide safety from the high swell and dangerous seas.
This natural protected harbour provides Dunedin with its economic lifeline to world markets.

Figure 2: Locality map of the Dunedin tombolo target.

The tombolo is approximately 6.4 km2 in area with an average elevation of 1.4 m above mean
sea level (Goldsmith et al., 2014). It is zoned approximately 85% residential and 15%
commercial (Glassey et al., 2003). The latter of which is mainly located on the northern section
of the landmass. Issues of the land use in this region have been heavily contentious in more
recent times due to uncertainty around predicted sea level rise (Carson et al., 2016; Rekker et
al., 2012) and its effect on low-lying coastal suburbs.

1.5 Regional Geology
The next few sections provide a summary of the geological setting in which the study has been
undertaken. A basic understanding of their geological units (particularly their stratigraphic
relationships and lithologies) is important so that gravity modelling can be undertaken within
an appropriate geological framework.

The Dunedin sequence of Cretaceous to recent sedimentary units lies above a basement of
Torlesse Terrane. The terrane formed from two distinct sections with similar accretionary
wedge origins; each section is denoted by its metamorphic grade (Craw & MacKenzie, 2016).
The northern section is dominated by massive greywackes, composed of metamorphosed
mudstones with intermingled sandstones, limestones and cherts (Mortimer, 1993). The
southern section of the Torlesse is commonly known as the Otago Schist with its distinct
foliation and higher metamorphic grade (Mortimer, 1994). The schist forms an antiformal
structure at the southern end of the Torlesse Terrane, and is composed of different metamorphic
and textural grade zones that generally decrease from high-grade amphibolite facies along the
axis through to phrenite-pumpellyite facies in the flanking rocks (Mortimer, 1993). To the
south-west of the schist is the volcanogenic, greywacke-dominated Caples Terrane (Mortimer,
2000). The Aspiring Terrane to the west of the Torlesse is an oceanic dominated assemblage
composed of pelitic schist, metavolcanics, and metalliferous chert with minor scattered
ultramafics (Mortimer, 1993).

Figure 3: Regional geology map showing the major basement terranes.

1.5.1 Otago Schist
The Otago Schist belt was formed over an extensive period from the Permian through to the
Middle Cretaceous as an accretionary wedge on the Gondwana margin (Craw & MacKenzie,
2016). This rock forms the country rock for the Macraes gold deposit in the vicinity of the
Hyde-Macraes shear zone and is a complexly deformed sequence of psammitic and pelitic
schist with sub-ordinate metabasites (greenschist) with minor chert and marble (Mortimer,
1993). Burial and metamorphism of the Otago Schist ceased sometime between 120 and 140
Ma, with late large-scale nappe formation in Central Otago resulting in tight recumbent folding
and the development of high strain zones on fold limbs (Mackenzie et al., 2005). The latter
stages of deformation involved brittle kinking, faulting and shearing (McKeag et al., 1989).

First phase mineralisation occurred in the Otago Schist between the transition of the region
from predominantly ductile deformation to brittle deformation. This transition period was
caused by uplift of the terrane between ~140 and ~80 Ma brought forth the formation of the
Waipounamu Erosional Surface (Landis et al., 2008). Above the surface in the vicinity of
Dunedin unconformably lies the Taratu Formation which formed in the Palaeocene.

1.5.2 Sediments
Several sedimentary groups have been mapped above the Waipounamu Erosional Surface
(Laird & Bradshaw, 2004). These have been lumped into what is known as the pre-volcanic
sedimentary facies for the case of this study and are assumed to lie between the base of the
recent sediments and the underlying Otago Schist basement rock in the study area. The prevolcanic sedimentary facies are composed of 12 mapped sedimentary units deposited between
the Palaeocene and the Miocene. These are outlined briefly as follows (Figure 4)

Figure 4: Sedimentary sequence log (Martin, 2015).

1. Henley Breccia: This mid-Cretaceous terrestrial breccia forms part of the hills on the eastern
side of the Taieri plains, south of Dunedin. The breccia is associated with normal faulting along
the Titri Fault as part of regional rifting (Carter, 1988). The lowest beds are discontinuous
lenses of greywacke, up to 130 m thick, conglomerates and carbonaceous mudstone with coal
streaks. These are overlain by nearly 100 m of schist cobble-conglomerate and other strata,
coarsening and often red in colour (Benson, 1968). The age of this unit is considered to be <
90 Ma, as indicated by angiosperm leaves found near the base. Where present, it is overlain by
the Taratu Formation.
2. Taratu Formation: This upper Cretaceous unit rests unconformably on the peneplained
schist basement rock. The low-relief erosional surface represents the end of a long period of
tectonic instability and erosional levelling during the time of the Taratu. The Taratu Formation
consists of non-marine quartzose conglomerates and coal seams. Plant fossils indicate an age
of approximately 7 Ma.
3. Brighton Limestone Formation: This pebbly limestone of the upper Cretaceous has its
locality type defined at Brighton where it lies on the Taratu Formation. The Taratu at Brighton
grades conformably into the limestone, which is disconformably covered by the Abbotsford
Mudstone. The limestone is approximately 15-20 m thick and contains Haumurian belemnite
Dimitobelus hectori among other Haumurian fauna including ostracods, gastropods and the
only known Otago Cretaceous ammonites, Diplomoceras and Kossmaticeras (Benson, 1968).
4. Abbotsford Mudstone Formation: This Cretaceous to mid-Eocene mudstone sits
disconformably on the Brighton Limestone or uncomfortably on the Taratu. The thickness
ranges widely from 150 to 230 m. It consists of a glauconite rich mud, but also contains various
calcareous and glauconitic rich concretions.
5. Green Island Sand Formation: This sandstone is typically 95% silica and is either middle or
upper Eocene in age. The sand is usually graded up into from the Abbotsford mudstone below,
but is known to represent a disconformity in some regions (Benson, 1968). The unit is typically
60 m thick with rare carbonaceous bands up to 10 cm thick. It is composed of fine-medium
grained incoherent sands and in one locality is known to have quartz pebbles up to 20 cm in
size.

6 Burnside Mudstone Formation: The mudstone sits disconformably upon the upper Eocene
Green Island Sandsstone and comprises a smaller proportion of glauconite than the underlying
formations. The Burnside Mudstone is not present south of Scroggs Hill, near Brighton due to
its disconformable relationship with the Green Island Sand. The main section of the mudstone
is light grey and contains 10-20% calcite and in places contains small organic fragments.
7 Concord Greensand Formation: A disconformity separates the Burnside Mudstone from the
overlying Concord Greensand at Burnside, which merges into an unconformity the Marshall
Unconformity (Carter, 1988). Glauconite grains in the Burnside Mudstone are larger than those
observed in the Abbortsford Mudstone and less regular in form. Over the whole of the unit, the
Concord Greensand is less than 30 m thick and contains granular calcite and small irregular,
dark green phosphatic concretions.
8 Caversham Sandstone Formation: This yellow to white upper-Oligocene lower-Miocene
sequence forms high cliffs in Caversham (Tunnel Beach) and on the coast north of Dunedin.
Quartz dominates the sequence and varies in grainsize and calcite content between 40% and
70%. It is 230-250 m thick with rich foraminifera accumulations at the base as well as
ostracods, bryozoans, echinoderms, gastropods and even shark teeth.
9. Goodwood Limestone Formation: This limestone consists of alternating grey sandy
limestone and soft dark-grey sandy calcareous mudstone. It unconformably overlies the
Caversham Sandstone.
10. School Creek Formation (Benson 1968): This is dated as uppermost Altonian consisting of
bentonite with tuff horizons, planktonic foraminifers, sub-feldspathic arenite and clay flakes
and muscovite-bearing sub-fieldspathic arenite.
11. Waipuna Bay Formation: Coombs (1960) first introduced this formation and subdivided it
into three members as it appears at Waipuna Bay: (1) micaceous sandstones, (2) shallow water
limestones (Dowling Bay Limestone), and (3) calcareous and tuffaceous sandstone, siltstone
and tuff. The relation of the Waipuna Bay Formation to older beds is not known, but it grades
up into the volcanic rocks of Benson’s initial eruptive phase of the Dunedin Volcanic Complex.

12. Upper Miocene to Lower Pleistocene deposits are absent in the Dunedin district, which
may reflect tectonic uplift and tilting associated with volcanic activity and the Kaikoura
Orogeny (Carter, 1988).

1.5.3 Dunedin Volcanic Group Synthesis
W. N. Benson, produced most of the early definitive papers on the Dunedin Volcanic group
(Benson, 1939; Benson, 1941; Coombs, White, & Hamilton, 1960). A summary of his life’s
work was completed in 1968 with the publication of a full geological map of the Dunedin
District. As well as his interpretation of the structures of the Dunedin Volcano, he produced
two hand-coloured maps at a scale of 1:32000, which are retained at the Geology Department
of the University of Otago. This map forms the basis of all subsequent maps created on the
volcano and outlines all the major eruptive periods. Benson’s map is based upon stratigraphy
and includes distinct subvolcanic and inter-volcanic sedimentary horizons within the Dunedin
area.
Eruptive activity was thought by Benson to have commenced in the late Miocene as shown by
the initiation in and deposition on the Waipuna Bay Formation. Benson recognised four distinct
eruptive phases and inferred that the centre of the Dunedin Volcanic group lay in the Port
Chalmers area. The divisions of the eruptive phases are based not only on stratigraphic
relationships with the floodplain conglomerates but also on distinct petrographic sequences.
Dunedin’s eruptive phases and age diagnostic floodplain conglomerates are summarised
below.
1.5.3.1 Initial eruptive phase
During an effusive and explosive vent-opening phase, almost purely feldspathic trachytic lavas
and fragmental rocks were erupted. Later work by Coombs (1960), established that there was
also an initial indication of volcanism beneath the lavas at Waipuna Bay and Blanket Bay where
the first show of volcanics is 6 cm of volcanic tuff interbedded with sedimentary rocks of the
Waipuna Bay Formation. This also has been confirmed by Allen (1974).

1.5.3.2 First eruptive phase
Rocks of this phase rest on the trachytic unit. They are inferred to be the differentiation products
of a parental basaltic magma, and comprise basalts and kaiwekite (the locally used name for
the specific trachyte found at Long Beach (Marshall, 1914)). This phase closed with the
explosive eruption of tuffs (feldspar-rich late products of magmatic differentiation) and the
deposition of floodplain conglomerates. Benson’s (1968) investigation of the Dunedin Volcano
resulted in a subdivision of the stratigraphy, with four “main” eruptive phases. That were
separated by periods of erosion and floodplain volcanoclastic deposits. The first phase closed
with explosive eruptions of richly feldspathic products of magmatic differentiation that
accumulated in extensive alluvial deposits within the shallow valleys around the growing
volcano. Benson called these deposits the older floodplain conglomerates.
1.5.3.3 Second eruptive phase
The second eruptive phase consisted of more lava flows that ended up more widely distributed
from the vent. These flows were derived from at least three successive magmatic differentiation
sequences. Basalt effusions were followed by more feldspathic and alkaline ones and the phase
of eruption closed with phonolites (Martin, 2015).. Erosion of this unit formed expansive
floodplain conglomerates (younger floodplain conglomerates) that would have been deposited
in broad valleys. Sparse plant remains indicate a middle or late Miocene age.
1.5.3.4 Third eruptive phase
This phase is mostly found on the north-west side of the peninsula and along the coast north of
Dunedin. It comprises two distinct mineral stages: the earlier being a cossyrite bearing lava,
followed by a more basic phonolitic lava (Martin, 2015).
1.5.3.5 Port Chalmers Breccia
The Port Chalmers Breccia is a vent-filling massive and unsorted breccia with clast sizes from
ash to 2 m (Allen, 1974). Larger blocks are found in higher abundance at the top of the breccia,
with all rock fragments having a bleached outer surface cemented in place with a calcite
kaolinite mix. It has been inferred that the breccia was formed via explosive gas eruptions. The

volcanic clasts may have been formed by mass wasting collapse of the lava that surrounded the
upper part of the vent, or a lava that was plugging the vent before eruption.

1.5.4 Development of Otago Harbour
After the final eruptive phase of the Dunedin Volcanic group there was a gap in recorded
sedimentation spanning from 10.5 Ma through to 1.8 Ma. During this erosional period the
volcano was eroded down from its peak at Port Chalmers and three separate catchment systems
formed: one flowing northwards, one east and the other to the south. The south and north
eroding catchments connected at Port Chalmers whereas the eastward catchment was
swallowed by the northern and southern catchments. The remnants of the eastward flowing
catchment can be seen by the increased erosion and flattening to the east of Port Chalmers.
Valley formation is usually a non-uniform and biased system, as the flow of water takes the
least resistive path in the incision process (Dalrymple, 2006).

Figure 5: Watershed boundary seen on a simple interoperated aerial image.

The infilled harbour as we see it today was formed during the series of Pliocene-Pleistocene
glacial cycles (Yokoyama et al., 2000). The Dunedin Volcano did not have any glaciers itself,
but was dominated by the sea level variations due to its placement on the margins of a coastal
shelf during periglacial cycling (Golledge et al., 2012). The large glacial cycles encouraged
cyclic erosion and deposition within the newly formed Otago Harbour (Raeside, 1964).

Warmer interglacial periods were associated with transgressions and deposition of coastal
sands in an environment similar to the modern-day setting. Quaternary sediments draped over
the volcano include estuarine alluvium on the coastal plains and valleys and colluvium with
Late Pleistocene loess on the slopes.

1.5.5 South Dunedin tombolo infill
Post-glacial sediments along the Otago coast are dominated by modern sands, with Holocene
sediments creating the plug of the high-stand tombolo at South Dunedin which forces sediment
to now flow around the coast of the Otago Peninsula (Carter et al., 1986). South Dunedin’s
facies are defined as shallow estuarine muds and sands, thought to have been brought from
inland Otago down the Clutha River (Jowett et al., 1981) then transported up the coast by north
flowing currents (Carter et al., 1986; Carter et al., 1988). The sediment became entrained within
the harbour, gradually filling the valley’s southern edge, stopping water from the water of Leith
from flowing southward. This plug and redirection of the Water of Leith outlet caused
increased sediment infill of the southern section of the harbour through the drop out of materials
into the low-velocity water system of the inner harbour (Simons et al., 1992).

1.6 Previous Geophysical Work
Several geophysical surveys have been conducted over South Dunedin and will be discussed
later in this thesis. They include Pearson’s (1993) resistivity study Shears’ (2012) 2D
gravitational lines, Fletcher’s (2016) 2D harbour study and the regional gravitational maps
created from the 1970’s regional gravity survey.
Pearson’s resistivity study was able to penetrate the subsurface to a maximum depth of 72 m
to an impervious layer. This layer was hypothesised by Pearsons to be a clay dominated infill
that has created a high-conductivity boundary that prevented the study from seeing through.
Pearson made no reference to this being the bedrock interface and only referred to it as the
maximum penetration depth caused by an unknown boundary. His model (Figure 5) shows that
this surface appears to be a boundary to a paleochannel through the centre of the tombolo.

Figure 6: Pearson (1993) resistivity study of an impervious surface mapped below South Dunedin.

Amy Shears’ 2012 Master’s Thesis involved two 2D gravitational surveys over South Dunedin.
The first was a gravitational line across the harbour side of the tombolo and the second was
along the southern side of the survey area (Figure 7). This study was sparse, with a site located
approximately every 400 m, as high detail was not needed for the broad depth analysis that was
needed for her master’s thesis. Shears’ gravitational study will provide insight into the
differences possible between a high-resolution data set and a low-resolution data set. It will be
used as a basis for the depth to bedrock interface expected under the tombolo.

Figure 7: Otago Bouguer anomaly map (1969) including the dotted visual location of Amy Shear’s data survey sites.

Fletcher’s Honours project, using marine seismic reflection data is also being used here for a
depth to bedrock comparison (Figure 8). His seismic work was based on imaging the bedrocksedimentary interface of the harbour. The depth to bedrock model shows that the southern
harbour section nearest South Dunedin has depths reaching around 140 below sea level, giving
an approximate maximum depth to bedrock of around 140 m at the inner harbour under the
tombolo. Integration of this harbour model will be undertaken with the modelled depth of the
bedrock interface data determined by the inverse modelling of the gravity data.

Figure 8: 3D image IHS Kingdom image of the inner harbour showing the approximate depths to bedrock ranging at
maximum between 120 and 150 m. The view is of the harbour looking North. The model has a vertical exaggeration of 20:1.

During the 1970’s the New Zealand Government commissioned a regional gravitational survey
with survey spacing of 8 km. The produced Bouguer gravitational map (Figure 7) shows that
there is a strong regional high located around Port Chalmers region. The regional Bouguer map
is needed in this study as the background Bouguer data needs to be reduced out of the South
Dunedin survey, this reduction process is explained in chapter 2.4.9. The reduction of this data
is important as the regional trend is strong, and it will mask the subtle variations being targeted
at South Duendin. The high Bouguer anomaly has been modelled by Reilly (1973) and shown
that the volume of the object to cause the Bouguer high must be approximately 600 km3 with
an average density difference of 0.8g/cm3. This model does not affect the 3D inversion
modelling process for the South Dunedin study but does give an idea of density disparities
between the volcanics and the surrounding rock mass.

1.7 Aims
The aim of this study is to characterise South Dunedin’s bedrock to sedimentary contact using
gravitational modelling techniques coupled with the use of previously collected seismic data.
The creation of this model will be added to the existing harbour bedrock model to characterise
the paleo-valleys full extent. The survey’s secondary aim is to determine the ability of the
GRAV3D package to model a sub-basin in three dimensions. This modelling technique is

widely used for geological modelling of dense deep targets but has not been used in published
studies of low-density sedimentary units and their distribution.
Specific aims are to:
•

Gravitationally model the bedrock to sedimentary contact under South Dunedin

•

Test the level of input required to model the sub-basin with GRAV3D

•

Combine the 2016 seismic survey model with the gravitational model to produce a
complete model of the whole paleovalley.

•

Confirm the ability of the paleovalley to flow the whole way through the catchment and
out to sea by the way of the southern section of the harbour. This aim will be undertaken
by confirming depths to the bedrock interface.

1.8 Thesis Outline
In this thesis, a thorough understanding of the gravitational data collection and reduction,
modelling (both 2D and 3D) in the case of the South Dunedin sub-basin, this gravitational study
are developed and discussed. In Chapter 2 the collection and theory of the reduction process is
described. Chapter 3 visually summarises the reduction process and explains how the reduction
process works. Chapters 4 and 5 give an overview of the 2D and 3D modelling processes,
respectively, describing each model’s parameters and required input files. Chapters 4 and 5
also present the results of each produced model, including a small interpretation outlined at the
end of each section. Chapter 6 provides a full discussion of the features found in each of the
models generated and presents possible explanations as to what these features are. Chapter 7 is
a final conclusions chapter wrapping up the whole thesis into a short final statement.

2. Data Collection

Gravitational data collection over the South Dunedin tombolo aims to map out the variability
in the depth of the interface between the bedrock and overlying sedimentary units. This
interface can be mapped using lateral variations in the local gravitational pull. Gravimeters can
be used to map density variation boundaries because they are sensitive enough to measure the
differences in density variations of geological units with an accuracy of 10-6 or 10-7 relative to
gravity.
Much of the Dunedin Volcano has been eroded away and low-lying regions have been infilled
with Quaternary sediments. This creates a discrete boundary with a large density contrast
between the basement and overlying sedimentary units. The effects of that boundary on the
local gravitational field can be large enough to observe fluctuations in gravitational
acceleration measured in milliGals on the surface. It is assumed where there is a larger
proportion of sedimentary infill in the subsurface, lesser pull is seen on the local gravitational
field due to the large proportion of low density infill.
The subtle gravitational variances measured here have a resolution as fine as 0.1 mGal. Such
surveys require sensitive gravitational measuring equipment to measure subtle lateral changes
in gravity. Spring balanced gravimeters like the Worden Gravimeter used for the South
Dunedin survey are predominately used for field based gravitational surveys. They use a spring
balance measure to read the amount of extension of a spring caused by the pull down on a mass
and thus the pull of gravity at that point. This meter can, however, be affected by other spatial
and temporal changes such as tidal, latitude, elevation and terrane factors that must be removed
for the locally sourced gravitational variances to show through.

2.1 The Worden Gravimeter
The University of Otago’s primary measurement device for gravitational anomalies is a
Worden Gravity Meter. Such gravimeters were first produced by Texas Instruments in the
1960s. The department’s model dated from the 70s and has been used extensively since. The
dial constant of the university’s gravimeter is .085 machine units per and mGal has had a recent
modification to add an LED light bulb inside the unit to ensure that more accurate readings
could be taken.

The Worden Gravimeter is a small spring and mass balancing-based system in which the
operator gains a measurement via manipulation of the spring with a tension screw used to return
the system to an neutral balance. All measurements using the system are controlled with the
use of a dial located at the top of the unit (Figure 9) which is turned until a marker is observed
through the optical site to be at the correct position. The reading for the site is then taken from
the numbers (including a Vernier scale for decimal machine units) located on the dial.
Setting up a measurement site with the Worden Gravimeter is simple. This is done by
emplacing an included metal plate on the ground so that the gravimeter can be placed on top.
Then levelling of the gravimeter can occour. Once this has been done, measurements can be
made by turning the dial until the cross hairs line up with the ones on the dial.

Figure 9: Labelled image of a Worden gravimeter.

2.2 Survey Design
A gravitational survey was laid out across the Dunedin tombolo to provide full coverage of the
centre and edges of the coastal region. Due to the layout of the South Dunedin suburbs, which
is remarkably linear and orthogonal, the survey can be approximated to multiple transects along
designated streets, so a simple cross hatch survey pattern was created. This pattern enables both
2D and 3D inversion modelling; the 3D inversion process prefers data to be evenly spaced and
2D inversions require data to be collected in an approximately linear orientation. Spacing of
data is approximately 200 m with reduction of distance between sites along key intervals such
as Portsmouth Drive and Queens Drive for increased accuracy around key study (Figure 10).

Figure107: Gravitational survey site locations over the Dunedin Tombolo.

2.3 Field Acquisition
Measurements were all taken on public land, predominantly on pathways and generally on
street corners. Street corners posed issues at times of heavy traffic due to ground vibrations, so

measurements along busy streets were made at low traffic periods of the day. For each
measurement, the gravimeter was placed on the included metal concave dish and adjusted until
the machine was level. Four or six readings (alternating between clockwise and anticlockwise
tightening of the screw) were taken on the machine at each survey site to produce an average
reading.
At each site, data were collected by the alignment of the illuminated pointer with a marker in
the eye piece. This is done by moving the dial found on the top of the case (Fig 8). After the
pointer is moved into position, a reading can be collected from the dial. Once this has been
completed, the pointer must be returned to the outward position by turning the dial
approximately three half twists. Re-alignment of the dial will produce the next reading. Six
values are collected at each site, with alternating dial resets starting from clockwise to
anticlockwise, this is repeated until all six data points are collected. For consistency, the first
reading was collected by anticlockwise turning of the dial. A minimum of four points of data
were collected for each survey site, so that an average can be taken to account for any
measurement error. This average is the observed gravity for each survey site.
The location of each reading was recorded with a high-accuracy Trimble GPS system that
recorded the height and GPS coordinates down to an accuracy of 30 cm of horizontal error.
GPS coordinates were recorded in both WGS84 and NZTM2000 with vertical variances in m
above mean sea level. Vertical elevations would later be taken from the Otago DEM maps as
they contained the most detailed vertical datum of the South Dunedin landmass with less
vertical error than the Trimble unit.
Time variances also need to be accounted for with the variance of the diurnal shifts being seen
over the space of tens of minutes. Each recording being collected required a time stamp with
an accuracy down to minute intervals.
Base station readings were taken to record accurate semi-diurnal variations. These were taken
every 3 hours to ensure the readings assessed the subtle changes that occur over each study
day. This is discussed more in the Correction for Temporal Drift section (Section 2.4.2).
In an effort to reduce noise, most transportation of the gravimeter between sites was done by
foot to ensure the spring system was shaken around less in transit. This has the potential to

reduce G forces induced on the spring via accelerating and decelerating of the vehicle. Where
motor transport was needed, the gravimeter was left to sit to ensure the spring was settled before
measurements were started.
All measurements were taken through the thick of Dunedin winter, although the spring thermal
variance should be negligible due to the vacuum in the chamber all measurements were taken
throughout the same season to reduce thermal drift.

2.4 Data Reduction Process
2.4.2 Correction for Temporal Drift
Once the gravimeter has been set up, a field a base station must be established. This is a location
where the gravimeter will be taken back to normalize data from the effect of temporal drift.
The location chosen for my base station was Navy Park in South Dunedin, as shown by a
yellow dot in Figure 10.
The field base station is used to correct the gravity readings back to the normalised site. This
removes the effect of gravity fluctuations that happen throughout the day. This fluctuation is
known as temporal drift. A major component of this drift in gravitational pull is caused by tidal
forces related to the gravitational pull of the moon and sun. It follows a sinusoidal shape similar
to a tidal gauge’s readings (e.g., Fig. 3.4). The base station readings need to be made at least
once every 3 hours to account for the sinusoidal change in gravity with a tidal frequency of just
over 12 hours. The fluctuation of gravitational pull is reduced by measuring one site multiple
times over the course of a day, enabling the reduction of this gravitational variation.

Figure 11: An example of 24 hours of tidal variation at three locations in Otago Harbour image from the Port Otago
website.

2.4.3 Meter Calibration
This step is required to convert the meter’s units into mGals. The constant conversion number
on the University of Otago’s gravimeter is .085 instrument units per mGal. To convert relative
data is as simple as multiplying the surveyed data by this value.

2.4.4 Absolute Gravity
The gravimeter only measures relative gravity. To convert to absolute gravity, an absolute base
station value must be determined. This enables the field data to be corrected to absolute gravity
values and thereby be compared with the previously existing data sets. For example, the data
can be used with the national database after they are normalised with one known record site.

2.4.5 Latitude Correction
Latitude correction accounts for the Earth’s oblate spheroid shape and rotation. The gravity
that would be observed if Earth were a perfect rotating ellipsoid is referred to as normal gravity.
Correction of the data to a theoretically perfect oblate spheroid is done by reducing the values
with the equation:

gn = 978031.85 (1.0 + 0.005278895 sin2 (ϴ) + 0.000023462 sin4 (ϴ)) (mGal),

where ϴ is latitude.

2.4.6 Free Air Correction
A free air correction accounts for the change in gravity relative to mean sea level. Gravity is
proportional to the square of the distance between two bodies. This correction is applied to
compensate for the difference in elevations between locations.
The free air gravity anomaly, gfa, is given by: gfa = gobs – gn + 0.3086h (mGal), where h is the
elevation of the measurement (in meters) above sea level

2.4.7 Terrain Correction
The terrain correction is a way of reducing the data to a point by the exclusion of gravitational
changes caused by extra mass located other than directly above or below a measurement station
(e.g, nearby hills or valleys). A terrain correction is calculated by summing the gravitational
effects of so called Hammer zones, with a radius out to 21.9 km. The application of terrain
corrections is normally implemented only at sites where there is nearby hilly terrain. The effect
of small height deviations in flat country is usually negligible. Figure 12 shows the effect of
using the Hammer correction for terrain on a highly variable terrain survey site.

Figure 12: Example of a gravity profile in the Sierra Madera, Pecos Country, Texas illustrating the importance of terrain
correction (Hammer, 1939)

2.4.8 Bouguer Correction
Bouguer slab correction is applied to reduce the data to a similar standard of density relative to
their height variance from all sites to the base station. The reduction assumes a constant slab a
standard density (e.g., 2.67 Mg/m3) to the height of the station relative to a standard height the
assumes that all datum points are collected above a semi-infinite slab, as shown in (Fig 12).
The equation is as follows:
gB = gobs – g(lat) + gfa – gBa + gt ,

where gBa is the gravitational effect of rocks between the measurement point and the standard
height (sea level in this case), and gt is a terrain correction which allows for deviations of the
surface from an infinite horizontal plane.

Figure 13:Representational model of a corrected slab model. Uncorrected above, corrected below.

2.4.9 Resolving Regional Residual Anomalies
Regional scale gradients are shown by large-scale published Bouguer anomaly maps (Reilly,
1972). Ensuring data are treated as if they were collected under the same zone is important, as
large scale Bouguer anomalies can overprint the finer details of the subsurface. By subtracting
a residual anomaly from the data, were local anomalies can be highlighted.

3. Data Reduction

Reduction of the collected data was completed using Excel spreadsheets to ensure ease of
repeatability and quality control. The output of the reduction process has been visualised by
contouring the data reduction values using QGIS software. This enabled easy evaluation of the
reduction steps and ensured that the corrections had been calculated correctly. Contoured maps
of the reduced data values are shown in the following sections for each step in the data
reduction process.

3.1 Collected Data
3.1.1 Collected Gravity Data

Figure 14: Collected data from the gravitational survey, with the gravimeter constant, temporal drift and absolute
corrections applied.

Collected gravitational data are data that have had minor calculations applied prior to their
current form. The initial data were collected in machine units and convert to mGal by
multiplying each value by the constant for the used Worden gravimeter; for the University’s
Worden machine, this value is 0.085 machine units per mGal. From there, temporal drift is
removed by averaging out the differences between the base station points over time. Once the

data have been reduced, the set of absolute corrections can be applied. This is where the whole
data set is reduced to the closest base station, where the variance between the base station and
the known station is taken and the whole data set can be shifted by the differences in mGal.
These were the steps taken to get to the gravitational map (Figure 14).

3.2 Latitude Correction

N

Figure 15: Latitude correction values. Variation in values is low due to the low latitude variation over the site.

Latitude correction values are applied at each site is accounting for the Earths oblate spheroid
shape and rotation, this reduction relies on high-resolution GPS coordinates as inputs. Figure
15 shows the reduction values visualised over the study area.

3.3 Free Air Reduction

Figure 16: Free air corrections. Low variations are due to the flat topography of the South Dunedin study area.

The free air reduction (Figure 16) the variability from site to site caused by changes in the
height above mean sea level. This is highlighted by the reduction values producing a larger
value for the zones that are relatively high above the mean sea level (Figure 16).

3.4 Terrain/Hammer Cell Correction

Figure 17: Terrain correction values. Low variability, like for free air, is due to the low relief topography of South Dunedin.
Largest corrections occur along the western and eastern sides of the region adjacent to lows.

The terrain corrections are similar to free air the reduction in that they mainly are affected by
topography but take into account the effects of the far field topography, such as hills or valleys
that are at some distance from the survey site. In figure 17 the values closer to the outskirts
have notably higher terrain reduction values, as they are closer to more variable surface terrain
causing the far field effect. All terrain corrections were completed using the Hammer cell
correction technique by our department GIS specialist Luke Esterbrooke. This is the only
process that was not completed by myself and was only done so to gain the highest quality
topography variances.

3.5 Bouguer Correction

Figure 18: Bouguer reduction values showing how the reduction values increase towards the hillsides.

Bouguer corrections assume that the data points have been collected on a semi-infinite slab.
Data reduction requires the input of measured field observations (in mGal) and the height at
which the observation was made above mean sea level. The height components affect on the
gravity reduction is shown in figure 18 by the high mGal reduction values corresponding to
zones of higher elevation.

3.6 Regional Background Gravitational Reduction

Figure19: Regional background Bouguer anomaly showing an increase towards the centre of the Dunedin Volcano.

Regional Bouguer anomaly data has been collect from the gravitational maps of New Zealand
(Reilly, 1972). The above data shows the regional Bouguer values over the South Dunedin
study zone. These background data are taken out of the collected points to reduce the far-field
Bouguer anomaly out of the data set.

3.7 Anomalous Gravity Data

Figure 20: Finalised anomalous data visualised over the survey area with all corrections applied, this is visualised through
the imperfect GRAV3D viewer which better highlights gravitational features.

The anomalous gravitational map (Figure 20) shows the finalised data map created from
applying all corrections:
Absolute values – latitude corrections + free air – Bouguer + terrain = corrected data
corrected data – regional background = anomalous data

3.8 South Dunedin Gravitational Reduction Results
Due to an issue picked up within the reduction values the produced models and
interpretations from this point on in the thesis is based off incorrectly reduced data. This
turned out to be a minor issue in the latitude correction that was only picked up late in
the par and due to time commitments, it was determined to be unfeasible to reprocess
and re write the thesis. All interpretations from here through to the end of the thesis must
be taken with a grain of salt and although the variation in reductions only caused minor
variances in the final data it has the potential to have slightly shifted the results of the
models. I have attached the old image of the processed data below (Figure 20.1) to show
what the rest of the thesis has been based off. The only available data in the appendix is
the corrected version and if you wish to discuss this thesis and the process in full please
contact me directly. Please note other than minor fixes recommended by the examiners
from this
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Figure 20.1: Original reduced anomalous data with which all modelling was completed from.

In the anomaly map (Figure 21), there is a strong high of approximately 2 mGal running along
the southern edge of the surveyed area and a low amplitude anomaly in the north. The high
seems to be continuous along the southern and south-eastern edges of the region with a minor
drop in the amplitude along the ridge of around 1 mGal. This high southern anomaly fades into
the low amplitude anomaly into the north gradually over the space of around 400 m. There is
also a high anomaly in the vicinity of Forbury Road at the base of the St Clair cliffs to the west,

this feature extends from the area of the largest anomaly in the south and drops gradually to
the north.
The low amplitude extending over most of the mapped area is devoid of large variations unlike
the region of higher values to the south and south east, which have larger variations over shorter
distances. All gravitational measurements made on the hills tend to have lower amplitude
values than the measurements made at lower elevations.

Figure 21: Anomalous gravity data map with three highlighted zones of interest

3.9 South Dunedin Gravity Anomalies
The stand out feature on the anomalous data map is the prominent high that runs along the
south and south eastern boundary of the gravitational survey zone, marked in black as the southeastern anomaly (Figure 21). The high has a maximum difference of 3.2 mGal from the lowest
zones of the survey area. Small undulations can be seen in the south eastern anomaly, but
overall the values are still overall much higher values than in the rest of the survey zone. The
high gradually fades to the north with a gradual and similar change in amplitude visible over
all areas of the high. This suggests that there is a gradational boundary between two different
density bodies in the subsurface.

This gradational boundary is hypothesised to be related to differences in the infill of the
tombolo, with the highest values being produced by quartz sand brought up the coast by north
flowing currents filling the paleovalley’s southern entrance, and the low being caused by lighter
organic-rich sediments that accumulated in a low energy environment in the area behind (north
of) the sand bar. The density contrast between the two sedimentary bodies (sand and organic
materials) must be high enough to create the anomalies observed in the area. The lack of drill
hole evidence makes it difficult to confirm the deeper sedimentary deposition environment
beneath South Dunedin, with the only potentially indicative evidence coming from surface soil
maps from the New Zealand online S-map. The S-map shows a clear change from sandy soils
to silt-rich soils in the north. In figure 22 this is seen as a transition from (sand-rich sediments)
to (silt-rich sediments). As soil type tends to be a derivative of the subsurface geology, it can
be assumed that the S-map has some bearing on the subsurface geology and giving evidence to
the infill sedimentation being varied over the tombolo.

Figure 22: New Zealand S-map (2017) showing the soil distribution over South Dunedin, the important units to note is the
yellow a sand based soil and the light blue, a silt based soil. The green and brown units represent soils derived mainly from
volcanic rich rocks.

The highest gravity anomaly of the survey is located in the south west (Figure 21) and at first
glance appears to be part of the south-eastern anomaly ridge. However, this high is situated on
volcanic rock; a basaltic flow deposit, unlike the south-eastern ridge high which is situated on
Holocene sands. This area has a high anomaly value that is on average 0.5 mGal higher than
the south-eastern anomaly. The volcanics in this zone are inferred to stretch to some depth
rather than just on the surface to create such a high in this localised zone. The sites located on

the adjacent hill to the west are also known to be located on flow deposits and tuffs, but these
sites have much lower gravitational values. This suggests that the flow deposits here must be
underlain by a less dense unit, that influences the gravitational pull after reductions are
implemented.
The Forbury Road high runs along the western extent of the map, extending from the southeastern high towards the northern section of the survey zone. This high is possibly caused by
landslide deposits sourced from the cliffs to the west. Slide material could consist of basaltic
material weathered from the cliff and falling down into the paleo-valley, thereby concentrating
basaltic materials along the western flank. This high is concentrated at the base of the hill and
is seen to gradually taper to the east, consistent with the style of a typical scree deposit (Figure
23). Due to urbanisation in the area, the geology under that zone has been built over, which
limits the geological mapping work possible to evaluate the cause of the high.

Figure 23:Landslide inferred deposition in the vicinity of the St Clair cliffs along the western edge of the study zone.

The generally negative anomaly values to the north (Figure 23) extend over the main section
of the map and show very minimal variability. Variability is confined to small ridges of
approximately 0.5 mGal variance across the tombolo, with lateral continuity across the section
seen by warmer blue ridges running approximately south-west to north-east along the survey

zone (Figure 23). These could be gravitational signals of ridge features in the paleovalley e.g.,
at the interface of the bedrock infill interface or large-scale changes in the sedimentary deposits
with the infill geology.

4. 2D Forward Modelling

Forward modelling of gravity data can be a fast and simple interpretation technique where the
user defines a subsurface distribution of densities that are used to model a resulting
gravitational anomaly. This model can then be directly compared to the collected data. Forward
modelling requires some idea of subsurface geology so that the user can create a model that
can fit the data and still be geologically reasonable.
The means of gravitational forward modelling is a simple and straight forward process of trial
and error. For this reason, multiple subsurface models are created and a “best fit” model is
chosen for each 2D lines. The setup for the 3D survey was done so that 2D modelling was a
straight forward and simple process of just choosing which lines would be modelled (Fig 23).

Figure 24: Aerial map of South Dunedin highlighting locations of the 2D modelling transects.

Six lines were chosen to enable full 2D forward model coverage over the zone, with each line
chosen for its position across the tombolo. Three lines were chosen to run in an approximately
north-south direction, with the other three in an east-west configuration. These lines were
chosen to ensure full coverage of the area overlying the paleo-valley.

4.1 GRAVCADW
GravCadW is an event-driven 2D gravity modelling program that includes nonlinear inversion
written by Emeritus Professor Steven D. Sheriff from the University of Montana. GravCadW
works by modelling the density contrasts between masses (drawn graphically as polygons). A
typical modelling workflow includes the generation of multiple models and an iterative
refinement of the model until it fits the observed data.
GravCadW requires specific input of data at defined distances from a zero point (origin) and is
only able to model in a 2D fashion. The input of data must be also in negative values (i.e.,
densities less than a background value), with no value equalling the number zero due to the
program crashing from a software bug. The main aim is to take an input model of subsurface
density contrasts defined with the fitting of polygons to create a pseudo gravitational response.
With a known loaded dataset, it is a matter of making the pseudo gravitational line fit the
collected data by modifying the subsurface geometries and densities in the model. 2D inversion
will be used as a proven technique to add control to the 3D models, as the 2D models will
enable constraints of the approximate density contrasts needed for best results. The bedrocksedimentary interfaces from the 2D models can be used to construct an initial 3D model of the
bedrock interface for the 3D modelling undertaken in Chapter 5.

4.1.1 GravCadW Input Files
GravCadW requires very little in the set of input files from the user. One input file includes the
location of the data along a line starting from a zero point (in m) and the anomalous
gravitational data (reduced to negative anomaly values). All input files must be presented as
.txt format files, as defined by the software.

4.1.2 GravCadW Operating Specifications
Parameters used to model the anomalous data are simple in the GravCadW software. The
background density is set to a value of 1 and the user inputted models are denoted as a
difference from this background. The average density contrasts used for the 2D modelling are
0.65, 0.45, and 0.25 g/cm3. This range was chosen based on the highest potential density

contrasts and the lowest theoretical density contrast between sedimentary infill units and
volcanic bedrock.
All the 2D line positions below are visible on Figure 24.

4.2 Hillside Road Line A to A1

Figure 25: Raw image of the Hillside Road forward model with a -.45 g/cm3 density contrast (line A to A1).

Figure 26: Idealised 2D model of the Hillside Road 2D section (line A to A1).

The best fit model for the Hillside Road line (Figure 25) was completed using a simple infill
vs bedrock density contrast of -0.45 g/cm3. The deepest section of the line lies approximately
150 m deep, with the shallowest section lying at around 50 m. The model has two large
basement high features seen evenly spaced along the extent of the line that are roughly
symmetrical in shape including roughly symmetrical dips to either side. The surface also has
small perturbations on the surface that help to better match the lateral variability in the
measurements. The edges of the lines are seen via the modelling processes to have an inherent
lack of accuracy at zones where the values are undefined. These edge effects have been taken
out in the idealised image seen in Figure 26.

4.3 Bayview Road Line B

Figure 27: Raw image of the Bayview Road forward model with a -.35 g/cm3 density contrast (line B to B1)

Figure 28: Idealised 2D model of the Bayview Road 2D section (line B to B1)

The best fit model for the Bayview Road line (Figure 27) was completed using a simple infill
vs basement density contrast of -0.35 g/cm3. This model has a maximum depth of around 150 m
with the shallowest point of the modelled body coming to the surface on the north east side.
This section shows a completed model from edge to edge of the infill and is seen to have a
central basement high structure in the centre of the line. The high is accompanied by two thicker
infill sections on either side resembling relatively symmetrical valley shapes. Little edge effect
is visible on this line as the edges rest approximately on the edges of the modelled body. All
other completed models created for the 2D line show the same structures in the subsurface with
the -0.35 g/cm3 contrast resulting in the most reasonable geologically feasible model.

4.4 Victoria Road Line C

Figure 29: Raw Image of the Victoria Road forward model with a 0.2 g/cm3 density contrast (line C to C1).

Figure 30: Idealised 2D model of the Victoria Road 2D section (line C to C1).

The best fit model for the Victoria Road line (Figure 30) was completed using a simple single
infill vs bedrock density contrast of -0.2 g/cm3. This modelled body has a maximum depth of
around 150 m, with the shallowest section of the modelled body coming to the surface in the
south west. This section shows a full line across the southern-most section of the survey area
that spans across the largest section of the tombolo. The modelled density contrast was low as
the model was unable to be geologically feasible at any higher density contrasts. The shape of
the interface between the two units shows that the infill is close to or near the surface in the
mid-western section. This shallow section thickens rapidly towards the east where a ridge is
visible near the eastern section of the line that rises and comes close to the surface. The fit of
the model to the recorded data was poor around the central ridge section, as seen on the raw
model image (Figure 30). Therefore, the middle double high on top of the main basement
feature may be a modelling artefact and not a true indication of the interface.

4.5 Forbury Road Line D to D1

Figure 31: Raw image of the Forbury Road forward model with a 0.45 g/cm3 density contrast (line D to D1).

Figure 32: Idealised 2D model of the Forbury Road 2D section (line D to D1)

The best fit model for the Forbury Road line (Figure 32) was completed using a simple infill
vs bedrock density contrast of -0.45 g/cm3. The paleo-valley in this model has a maximum
depth of around 130 m with a shallow section reaching up to the surface on the southern section
of the line. The model consists of a shallow section running from the south that gradually
deepens to the north where the depth increases suddenly to around 130 m. Little edge effect is
visible in the models except for the northern-most section of the line.

4.6 Prince Albert Road Line E

Figure 33: Raw image of the Prince Albert Road forward model with three density contrasted bodies a .45 g/cm 3 a .35 g/cm3
body and a .2 g/cm3 contrasted body.

Figure 34: Idealised 2D model of the Prince Albert Road 2D section (line E to EI)

The best fit model for the Prince Albert Road line (Figure 33) was a model with three different
density contrasted bodies in the subsurface ranging from 0.45, 0.35 and 0.2 g/cm3. The deepest
part of the paleo-valley is at around 150 m with the shallowest modelled section being at around
90 m in depth. The composite arrangement of the three density bodies in a line was used
because the section, when created with only one mass, was not able to match the recorded data
and would not have been geologically feasible in the current setting. The line suggests that
there is a relatively constant bedrock depth across the centre of the tombolo with small changes
in the density of the sediments. The densities used fit well with the north-east south-west
running lines confirming the steps in sediment fill densities from north to south.

4.7 Portsmouth Road Line F

Figure 35: Raw image of the Portsmouth Drive Road forward model with a 0.45 g/cm3 density contrast for the sedimentary
units filling the paleo-valley (line F to F1).

Figure 36: Idealised 2D model of the Portsmouth Road 2D section (line F to F 1).

The best fit model for the Portsmouth Road line was a simple single density mass with a density
contrast of -0.45 g/cm3 (Figure 35). The paleo-valley in this model has a maximum depth of
around 140 m, with the shallowest section of the forward model reaching the surface in the
south. The model shows a single large basement high in the centre of the line, with lows on
either side forming a centre ridge. There is a small edge effect seen on the forward model to
the north caused by the modelling process. This edge effect has been adjusted in the idealised
model (Figure 36).

4.8 Discussion of 2D Modelling
The 2D forward models consistently showing minimal variation with the measured
gravitational responses, suggesting that relatively accurate models are being produced. The
small level of variation can be easily seen, with the modelled response usually being similar to
the measured response on the raw models.
Interestingly, different density models were chosen to best fit the measured gravity along each
line, with lower density infills fitting better in the northern section, with the southern zone
having to be modelled as a heavier mass to enable geologically feasible models to be produced.
This trend is obvious in the Prince Albert Road line (Figure 35) where the subsurface had to be
split into three different density bodies to create a realistic model of the subsurface. The
conclusions that can be drawn from this are that setting a single density value to the subsurface

will render the models unusable and geologically unfeasible due to possible subtle variations
across the tombolo, caused by the local dynamic sedimentary setting. This dynamic setting has
been discussed previously (Chapter 3) and is backed up here by 2D modelling where the only
way to ensure a fitting model was to change the model’s density across the tombolo. This high
is believed to be associated with a sand bar that would have protected the inner harbour from
the South Pacific Ocean, creating a quiet sedimentary environment behind it and enabling the
deposition of potentially lighter organic-rich materials.
The main aim of the 2D modelling was to gain an understanding of the bedrock-sedimentary
interface. The 2D models were extracted (Figure 37) and placed into Leapfrog Geo so that a
depth to bedrock overlay could be created (Figure 38). The Leapfrog Geo modelled data must
be considered in conjunction with their 3D configuration, and due to the large spacing between
lines there is potential for adverse variation and contouring errors. The 2D modelled interface
showed that instead of the expected simple single channel bedrock interface seen in Patrick
Fletcher’s seismic data further up the harbour, there seems to be a split in the valley with two
main separated channels running in parallel (Fletcher, 2016). This central ridge is modelled as
being located down the centre of the tombolo and out towards the sea.
The combined 2D model (Figure 38) shows that the edges of the paleo-valley tend to drop to
depth quickly transitioning from the side of the valley to the valley floor. This is seen mainly
in the area around Musselburgh Rise and under the highway, where the bedrock sharply drops
to 150 m.

Figure 37: Leapfrog generated image displaying the 2D forward models as cross sections across the study zone.

Figure 38: Leapfrog generated image of the sediment-bedrock interface displaying the 3D model produced by inverting and
mapping 2D forward models.

5. 3D Gravitational
Inversion Modelling

3D inversion modelling of the collected gravitational data is a main priority for the Dunedin
survey. An appropriate grid pattern was therefore established to gain the best insight into the
sedimentary-bedrock interface below the region. The aim of the inversion modelling is to create
the best possible model to highlight this boundary and variations on the bedrock interface. This
analysis should constrain the paleo-channel shape and any potential indicators of seismic
activity under the Holocene sediments, such as offset geological units.
The software chosen for the inversion analysis is the UBC Geophysical Inversion Facility’s
GRAV3D program, an internationally recognised and well used inversion modelling software
package.

5.1 GRAV3D
The University of British Columbia – Geophysical Inversion Facility (UBC-GIF) produced this
program to forward model and invert gravity data over 3D structures. The package was
designed to be run through a Windows operating system, but can also be run in Mac OS or
Linux environments using WINE, a program built to run Windows software in other operating
systems.
The software has been created with a suite of algorithms to invert gravimetric responses over
a 3D distribution of density contrasts, or anomalous densities. The software also includes
forward modelling of subsurface structures and features. The software requires anomalous
corrected data input and basic iterations are created without the input of known subsurface
bodies. The modelling package is not designed to define a discrete boundary between two units.
Rather it produces gradational zones between contrasting units regardless of whether or not it
can be modelled as a sharp contact. This causes some ambiguity with final inversion models,
but provides quantifiable constraints on which to base geological interpretations.

5.2 GRAV3D Input Files
GRAV3D requires very few input files to run and develop geologically correct models. The
files needed are a mesh file, an observation file and a reference model. All files are inputted
through a simple graphical user interface (GUI). It is recommended that input files are kept to
a minimum for all inversions with parameters only being changed when required.

5.2.1 Mesh File:
Mesh files are used to create the geographic mesh in which the model will be bound. The mesh
is bounded to the south-western point of the map by a coordinate outside of the modelled zone
to allow a buffer zone for the computations. The mesh file also denotes the size of each cell in
the mesh. This characterisation should be set to create a mesh where the cells can contain one
or two data points each at the surface. If the cells are too large, definition will be lost and if the
cells are too small the inversion process will infer higher variations.

Figure 39: Screen capture of the mesh file used for the inversion modelling.

Note that all values entered must be in m and the convention for the location of the south-west
corner must be in a convention measured in m (NZTM2000 was used for spacial referencing).

5.2.2 Observations File
Observation input files require previously reduced anomalous data. The produced point data
must include Northing, Easting, elevation, anomalous value and an error value for each data
point. Inputted data must be in an ascii file (.txt) format (Figure 39). Data are best checked in
the data viewer program to ensure outliers have been removed and the data are correctly
inputted into the .txt format.

Figure 40: Screen capture of the first portion of the observation file inputted in the modelling software.

5.2.3 Reference Model
The user-created reference file defines a pseudo model that is inputted as a base reference for
the modelling to start from. This is needed for almost all models to provide bounds for the
model and define the style of body in the subsurface. These models can be as basic or as
complex as designed, as determined by the amount and distribution of data available for the
user.

5.2.4 GRAV3D GUI
Inversions are controlled by the GUI, which provides a simple interface where all the needed
files (as listed previously) can be listed for the inversion to run. Other parameters can be
changed within the modelling GUI, but these were generally set to recommended pre-set
values. This is due to simple geological models needing minimal changes in parameters for a
conclusive outcome to be drawn from the inversion. Changes to any parameters in the GUI can

result in large variations in final output models and can produce geological outcomes that are
unreasonable.

Figure 41: Image of the GRAV3D GUI with the main basic input file locations.

5.2.4 GRAV3D Inversion Notes
Inversions created by GRAV3D do not have discretely defined internal boundaries, but rather
are defined by softly that gradational zones that correspond to transitional boundaries between

two units as indicated by a colour change in the output plots. These edge effects are expected
and seen by all models defined by surface gravity measurements.
GRAV3D will always produce some sort of edge effect in the model. This is inevitable due to
the drop off in available data around the edges of the model. This area of edge effect should be
accounted for in the mesh making process by including a buffer zone in which the edge effect
can take place.
Please note that these are models are created in a platform that is rather old and has poor
visualisation properties. I have tried to display the final models as Images as well as possible
but as these things are better represented as GIFS or Movies they have not turned out the
clearest as images.

5.3 Initial GRAV3D Settings
The first reference model was constructed with a bedrock density of 1.0 g/cm3 and an overlying
layer of 0.1 g/cm3 (Figure 42). This basic model was established to push the limits of the
modelling software and to see if a realistic model could be extracted. This model was created
to test the modelling process to see how GRAV3D performed with minimal input and little
reference data. A second model was created using a higher resolution model of the bedrock
interface as determined by the 2D modelling process presented in the previous chapter (Figure
42). This model has a density contrast of 1g/cm3, much like the initial reference model but with
a more accurate density boundary giving the algorithm a better starting point to complete the
inversion from.

Figure 42: Basic two layered density boundaries set at 150 m with no z variation in the boundary.

Figure 43: 3D model with the infill pulled away showing the depth of the 1 g/cm3 boundary. The 3D surface was derived
from the 2D forward models in Leapfrog Geo.

The finalised inverse model was created with default settings. Changing them turned out to be
detrimental in all other trials with changes to bounding layers, chi factors, bounding densities
either not changing the modelling significantly or creating unreasonable geological features.
So, as recommended by the software producers, the modelling parameters were kept to the
default settings.

5.4 GRAV3D Inversion Modelling Results
5.4.1 Two Layered Reference Modelling Results

Figure 44: Overview of the finalised inversion model with data collection points highlighted on the surface.

The created inversion model shows a maximum deviation in density of 0.95 g/cm2. Stripping
back the lighter density units was done to show the density contrasted boundaries. The first
stripped back model (Figure 44) shows a density contrast boundary of 0.65g/cm2.

5.4.2 0.65 g/cm3 Density Contrast

Figure 45: Overview of finalized model with the lighter density material being stripped away to reveal the 0.65 g/cm3
boundary; the ridge structure is inferred by a black line.

Removal of the lighter density material reveals the 0.65 g/cm3 density boundary taken to
correspond to the bedrock interface over the northern zone of the study area. The interface at
this value shows that there is a broad ridge in the bedrock that strikes north-east through the
centre of the survey area. This central ridge is accompanied down the centre of the survey area
by two deeper sections on either side, showing two clearly separate zones along the bedrock
interface at the 0.65 g/cm3 boundary.
The 0.65 g/cm3 density contrast shows that towards the southern beachfront zone there is denser
material closer to the surface. This zone has a higher density than the rest of the inferred valley
infill and is seen to be a large dense barrier to the south.

5.4.3 0.25 g/cm3 Density Contrast

Figure 46: Overview of the inversion model with the 0.25 g/cm3 density boundary; the central ridge structure is highlighted
by a black line.

Stripping away the density boundary to 0.25 g/cm3 shows the expected geological contact
clearly in the southern part of the study area. This zone on the southern edge of the modelled
area shows that there appears to be three main mounds along the beach front with two lower
zones, following through from the ridge and valley structures seen in the 0.65 g/cm3 model
(Figure 45). The main ridge feature is still visible as a continuation through from the previously
stripped away 0.65 g/cm3 image (Figure 46) highlighted by the black line through the model.

5.4.4 0.1 g/cm3 Density Contrast

Figure 47: Overview of the finalized model with the highest possible density targets being highlighted

The 0.1g/cm3 density contrast shows two unexpected features in the area; a high-density bodies
to the north-east and south-west. The structures seem to be localised as shown by the modelling
and have a higher density than the surrounding materials.

5.5 High-Resolution Reference Modelling Results
5.5.1 0.65 g/cm3 density contrast

Figure 48: Overview of the high-resolution reference model inversion, with highlighted ridge structure. The blocks have
been peeled away to show the 0.65 g/cm3 boundary.

Removal of the lighter density material reveals the 0.65 g/cm3 density boundary can be inferred
to show the bedrock interface over the northern zone of the study area. The interface with this
value shows a large ridge in the bedrock that strikes north-east along the interface through the
centre of the survey area, marked as a black line in Figure 48. This central ridge is accompanied
down the centre of the survey area by two deeper sections on either side, showing two clearly
separate zones along the bedrock interface at the 0.65 g/cm3 boundary. The 0.65 g/cm3 density
contrast shows that towards the southern beachfront zone, relatively denser materials are found
closer to the surface.

5.5.2 0.25 g/cm3 Density Contrast

Figure 8: Overview of the high-resolution reference model inversion, with highlighted ridge structure. The blocks have been
peeled away to show the 0.25 g/cm3 boundary.

Stripping the model down to the 0.25g/cm3 density contrast better shows the true expected
interface at the south end of the survey area. This shows a continuation of the ridge structure
seen on Figure 48 again highlighted by a black line on Figure 49. The 0.25 g/cm3 boundary
highlights the denser materials visible to the west of the target zone and to the north-east as
zones where there is shallower dip into the central survey zone that is not seen on the northern
or eastern extents.

5.6 Summary
Both the high and low-resolution models contain the same general features, even with the
varying input models. The similarities in the two models are the ridge structure, the high along
the beach front and a similar shape of the valley walls. The models mainly differ in the padding
cells added outside the study area; the higher resolution model enabled the deletion of these
padding cells reducing potential edge effects whilst the initial model was unable to reduce the
edge effects from the model.
The results show that modelling can still be geologically accurate and reasonable even whilst
little input is available concerning the subsurface. Modelling a small sub-basin using the
GRAV3D has been shown to be successful suggests that such methods and can be used on
basins with little drill hole data or other geophysical constraints.

6. Discussion

6.1 Bedrock Infill
The bedrock-sedimentary interface was a complicated target to model, with variances found in
the thickness and composition of the sedimentary infill which masked the effects of the bedrock
interface. This was teased out both in the 2D models (via the use of changing density body
values) and in the 3D models by using a high-resolution bedrock reference model.
The gravity anomaly map was the first indication that there was a larger than expected variance
in the subsurface infill This was highlighted by a large anomalous gravity response along the
south of the survey zone (Figure 50). The large gravity response was initially considered to be
a defect in the reduction process as it was such an unexpected result. The high anomaly was
later deemed to be a true feature when multiple reductions and triple checking of the data led
to the same feature being present in all subsequent maps.

Figure 50: Gravitational anomaly over South Dunedin.

2D forward modelling enabled an initial understanding of the specific density changes across
the tombolo infill, as the only way to create a geologically feasible model was by changing the
sedimentary infill’s density (Figure 50). This variance in sedimentary density is illustrated well

by the Prince Albert road line running directly over both the high and low gravity anomalies to
the south and the low to the north. The sedimentary composition from the north to the south
was found to have increasing density, from .45 g/cm3 contrast to a .2 g/cm3 contrast. Both of
the east west lines showed the same trend with the decreases in the density contrast the further
south the 2D forward model lines were.

Northwest

Southeast

Figure 51: Idealised 2D model of the Prince Albert Road 2D forward model (see figure 23 for location), showing
approximate density variations needed to keep a geologically realistic bedrock depth whilst modelling.

3D inversion modelling picked out multiple near surface density variations within the tombolo
infill, with lower density materials modelled for the infill towards the north. When stripping
away the low-density materials, the denser infill material along the beach front became
prominent (Figure 51) showing that there is a substantial of increase in sedimentary density
towards the beach.

Figure 52: Overview of the inversion model with the .25g/cm3 density boundary showing, with the central ridge structure
highlighted by a black line and the dense sediments along the beach highlighted by red marking.

6.1.1 Sedimentary Infill Origin
The discovered density contrast within the sedimentary units of the tombolo is believed to be
caused by variation in sedimentary deposition and lithology. The sedimentary variations are
thought to be caused by the South Island’s north flowing costal current’s that have brought
silica sands up the coast, plugging the paleo-valley’s southern entrance following the
establishment of high-stand sea level about 6.5 ka (Figure 53). This natural barrier formed from
the sands would have enabled the establishment of a low energy environment on the internal
side of the valley. This low energy environment behind the sand barrier is an ideal setting for
organic rich materials to be deposited. The organic rich low energy environment formed
materials are prone to having a much lighter density than the well-sorted and packed silica
sands along the southern coast line, causing the modelled density disparity. This is visible in
the current day soils reflecting the sub surface geological disparities and boundaries (Figure
54).

Figure 53: Inferred paleo flow and deposition of the harbour from 23 ka to present.

The sand bar is clearly highlighted in the New Zealand soil distribution map (2017) which
shows a strong sand to mud rich soil boundary along the modelled transition zone. The sand
units approximately where the main anomalous high is along the, supporting the interpretation
that this feature is the result of a depositional/lithological difference.
This hypothesised setting, with a shallow low-energy depositional environment in the inner
harbour and the sand dunes along the southern coast line is similar to the current depositional
setting. The sand bar and tombolo are likely to have been established during the present interglacial period as sea level rose to a point of inundation of the paleo-valley (Figure 53). Once a
low-energy environment behind the sand bar was formed it would have caused an increase in
the structural strength of the tombolo by the addition of materials from both the internal section
of the harbour and coastal transportation of sediments from the south causing ongoing growth
of the barrier.

Figure 54: New Zealand S-map showing the soil distribution over South Dunedin, the important units to note the sand based
soil (yellow) and the silt based soil (blue).

6.2 Bedrock interface
A bedrock interface model was created by combining both the 2D forward and GRAV3D
inversion models. The models were combined in the Leapfrog Geo program allowing for
integration of the two techniques (Figure 55). The grey model represents the combination of
the techniques within the leapfrog package. This created a realistic model of the interface and

that presents the best visual recreation using all of data to model of what the paleo-valley may
have looked like before Holocene sedimentation commenced.

Figure 55: Finalised bedrock interface model created in the Leapfrog Geo modelling software.

6.21 Paleo-valley sides
The modelled paleo-valley floor interface shows minimal variation in the steepness of the
paleo-valley walls. All sides having an approximately equal gradient into the valley floor,
which suggests that the geological weathering of the system was relatively even and did not
necessarily favour one side of the paleo-valley to the other.

6.22 Central Ridge Feature
The models all consistently produced a large ridge feature running under the central part of the
tombolo. The feature is instantly recognisable and stands out with its prominent up to 50 m rise
from the paleo valley floor. The ridge is centred almost perfectly in the valley, bending around
the main kink in the southern zone (Fig 56). The ridge is smaller in the middle of the survey
zone and rises to a shallow depth in the south. The ridge appears to section off the paleo-valley
floor into two separate channels as it exits the paleo-valley to the south. Seismic lines acquired
off shore to assess shallow faults in the region show similar features (in particular, a central
ridge) on interpreted seismic lines running parallel to the beach front (Figure’s 57 & 58).
Confirming the features offshore extent of the ridge feature and further backs up the validity
of the gravitationally produced model.

Ridge
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Figure 56: Finalised bedrock interface model created in the Leapfrog Geo modelling software, annotated to show the
central ridge structure.

Figure 57: Aerial view over South Dunedin highlighting fault features and seismic lines including two of Patrick Fletchers
seismic lines and the off shore Natural Hazard Research line.

Figure 58: Interpreted 2D seismic image from a line running parallel to the coast (Holt, 2016). Location of the line is
marked by S and N on Figure 57.

Note that the ridge structure is potentially fault related structure, with the initial section being
directly in line with a fault recognised on geological maps of Dunedin (Figure 57). This fault
feature is interpreted to be present further along the harbour in Patrick Fletchers 2D seismic
data (Fletcher, 2016). Two seismic lines that cross the indicated fault strike (Fig 57) have
indications of fault masking. More work, including drill hole data and further seismic data,
would be needed to confirm the features in the subsurface and would enable confirmation of
this central feature that is prominent across the tombolo.

6.3 Compiled Paleo-valley Model
Patrick Fletcher’s seismic data produced a depth-to-bedrock model was manipulated so that it
could be included in the gravitationally produced bedrock model of South Dunedin. There is a
significant amount of uncertainty in the zone between the two models (in the inner part of
Otago Harbour) where the water is too shallow for seismic lines to be collected and where
gravity data could not be collected (Figure 59). Regardless this model provides the first detailed
modelled bedrock to sedimentary interface for the whole paleo-valley from St Kilda through
to Aramoana.
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Figure 59: Compiled bedrock depth from Patrick Fletcher’s seismic data derived bedrock depth beneath Otago Harbour
and gravitationally derived bedrock depths from South Dunedin.

The Southern zone beneath South Dunedin is one of the most interesting sections of the harbour
with the valley strike being approximately north-south, compared to the rest of the harbour
where the features are predominantly in a south-west north-east direction. The gridded data
show that the southern zone under the tombolo may be the only zone where a known splitting
of the paleo-valley occurred. Further investigations into the ridge structure under South
Dunedin may help explain the paleo-valley’s formation and better explain why the
southernmost section has an average strike at almost right angles to the rest of the paleo valley.

7. Conclusions

3D inverse modelling combined with 2D forward modelling has proven to be an effective
strategy to map out the bedrock to sedimentary interface under South Dunedin based on a new
detailed gravity survey. Both modelling methods showed a high level of accuracy in density
modelling enabling a picking apart of the subtle density contrasts in the sediment infill whilst
still being able to produce a geologically reasonable bedrock-sedimentary interface. The 3D
model of the sediments/basement interface, produced after being combined with Patrick
Fletcher’s seismic data, the first ever full image of the paleo-valley geometry spanning the
whole of Otago Harbour from Aramoana to South Dunedin. The complete model shows there
is a larger level of complexity around the section that lies under the South Dunedin tombolo.
This may be the result of faulting or erosional discrepancies in the bedrock of the paleo-valley.
Modelling has led to the idea that there are subtly different densities from place to place within
the tombolo infill. The sediments show that there is a density disparity of up to 0.45 g/cm3 over
the infill of the paleo-valley. This discovery of such a large density disparity has led to the idea
that there are two main sedimentary units across the tombolo: the unit across the beach
consisting of silica-dominated sands and the organic rich silts deposited behind the beach.
The harbour evolution theory hypothesised by Patrick Fletcher has been backed up with this
modelling, confirming the trends seen in the bedrock interface. The depth to bedrock interface
is also similar and suggest that the flow did at some stage is its past flow out through the
southern paleo valley section, most likely from the Port Chalmers topographic high section of
the valley.
The effectiveness of the GRAV3D modelling with a low complexity two layered model was
astounding, even with comparisons using a highly-advanced reference model, leading to only
minute changes in the information that were not seen through the initial model. This was a
highly effective method for gaining information of the bedrock interface quickly and more cost
effectively than any other method. In saying this, further testing including geologically logged
drill holes are needed to ensure accuracy of the model and confirm the expected depth to
bedrock as found in the model.

8. Appendix

The appendix is located as a digital file due to the large volume of data, models and calculations
used in the thesis.
The digital appendix is located both on the University of Otago’s high capacity storage, flash
drives (attached with certain theses) and on a google document which is available upon request.
This appendix does however contain the anomalous data values and their corresponding
locations which are spread over the next three pages.

Site Name
GRAV1
GRAV3
GRAV4
GRAV5
GRAV6
GRAV7
GRAV8
GRAV9
GRAV10
GRAV12
GRAV13
GRAV14
GRAV15
GRAV16
GRAV17
GRAV18
GRAV19
GRAV20
GRAV21
GRAV22
GRAV24
GRAV25
GRAV26
GRAV27
GRAV28
GRAV29
GRAV30
GRAV31
GRAV32
GRAV33
GRAV34
GRAV37
GRAV38
GRAV39
GRAV40
GRAV41
GRAV42
GRAV43
GRAV44
GRAV45
GRAV46
GRAV47
GRAV48
GRAV49
GRAV51
GRAV52
GRAV53
GRAV54
GRAV55

Longitude
Latitude
170.5026626
-45.89874476
170.5039824
-45.90007979
170.504506
-45.90069145
170.5055268
-45.90191465
170.5060371
-45.90256068
170.5065815
-45.9031394
170.5071192
-45.90377306
170.5076328
-45.90438262
170.508151
-45.90498914
170.5018111
-45.89752432
170.5009286
-45.89651347
170.4999498
-45.89532197
170.499422
-45.8946995
170.4982846
-45.89336645
170.4973714
-45.89230927
170.4965388
-45.8913337
170.504433
-45.89911522
170.5057514
-45.89852608
170.5067762
-45.89815774
170.5067748
-45.89816
170.5077947
-45.89774024
170.509237
-45.89731847
170.5098953
-45.89783004
170.5098346
-45.89853515
170.5098433
-45.8992624
170.5098139
-45.90009626
170.5097709
-45.90163803
170.5097159
-45.9029108
170.5096632
-45.90446731
170.5096229
-45.90578515
170.5093523
-45.90588834
170.503643
-45.89814249
170.5049785
-45.897595
170.5055662
-45.89735013
170.5066091
-45.89691379
170.5078106
-45.89643893
170.5064633
-45.89560687
170.5051655
-45.89478654
170.5039494
-45.89382213
170.5035428
-45.89272312
170.5028258
-45.89154624
170.502124
-45.89076062
170.5013959
-45.88994476
170.5042159
-45.89651587
170.5026097
-45.8999989
170.5016413
-45.90038567
170.5005132
-45.90086617
170.4993338
-45.90133592
170.4983844
-45.90172674

Anomalous
Value
980683.4
980683.5
980683.6
980683.7
980683.8
980683.8
980683.9
980683.9
980684
980683.3
980683.2
980683.1
980683
980682.9
980682.8
980682.7
980683.4
980683.4
980683.4
980683.4
980683.3
980683.3
980683.3
980683.4
980683.5
980683.5
980683.7
980683.8
980683.9
980684
980684.1
980683.4
980683.3
980683.3
980683.2
980683.2
980683.1
980683.1
980683
980682.9
980682.8
980682.7
980682.6
980683.2
980683.5
980683.6
980683.6
980683.6
980683.7

Site Name Longitude
Latitude
Anomalous Value
GRAV136
170.4966651
-45.89827216
980683.3673
GRAV137
170.4980748
-45.89769224
980683.3151
GRAV138
170.4994507
-45.89708544
980683.2606
GRAV141
170.4889863
-45.8970269
980683.2553
GRAV142
170.4899311
-45.89663424
980683.22
GRAV143
170.4912143
-45.8961088
980683.1728
GRAV144
170.4925803
-45.8955395
980683.1216
GRAV145
170.493646
-45.8951203
980683.0839
GRAV146
170.4948466
-45.89477436
980683.0528
GRAV147
170.4960971
-45.89425895
980683.0064
GRAV148
170.4880668
-45.89739992
980683.2888
GRAV149
170.4866478
-45.89799189
980683.3421
GRAV150
170.4874538
-45.8989405
980683.4273
GRAV151
170.4881622
-45.89977701
980683.5026
GRAV153
170.4905007
-45.89876127
980683.482
GRAV154
170.4943818
-45.89715057
980683.2664
GRAV155
170.4959185
-45.89651605
980683.2094
GRAV157
170.5078924
-45.90623087
980684.0828
GRAV158
170.506876
-45.90646302
980684.1037
GRAV159
170.5053592
-45.90678232
980684.1324
GRAV160
170.5039484
-45.90707595
980684.1588
GRAV162
170.50061
-45.90780772
980684.2246
GRAV163
170.4991918
-45.90825756
980684.265
GRAV164
170.4977588
-45.90870776
980684.3055
GRAV165
170.496429
-45.90912123
980684.3427
GRAV166
170.4944267
-45.9096273
980684.3882
GRAV167
170.493183
-45.90994786
980684.417
GRAV168
170.4921134
-45.91022759
980684.4422
GRAV169
170.4908599
-45.9106717
980684.4821
GRAV170
170.4894246
-45.91121173
980684.5306
GRAV171
170.4878899
-45.91185341
980684.5883
GRAV172
170.5026623
-45.89874599
980683.4099
GRAV174
170.5045872
-45.90414122
980683.8949
GRAV176
170.5015306
-45.90540192
980684.0083
GRAV177
170.5006351
-45.90314596
980683.8055
GRAV178
170.4920881
-45.90756184
980684.2025
GRAV179
170.4946364
-45.90650885
980684.1078
GRAV180
170.4965353
-45.90571955
980684.0368
2
170.487127
-45.911083
980684.5191
3
170.485821
-45.91167
980684.5718
4
170.485827
-45.912404
980684.6378
7
170.485543
-45.909563
980684.3824
6
170.485691
-45.910622
980684.4776
8
170.485565
-45.908362
980684.2744
9
170.487173
-45.907726
980684.2172
10
170.487869
-45.908517
980684.2884
11
170.488584
-45.909207
980684.3504
12
170.489448
-45.910169
980684.4369
13
170.487329
-45.906555
980684.112

GRAV56
GRAV59
GRAV60
GRAV61
GRAV62
GRAV63
GRAV64
GRAV65
GRAV66
GRAV67
GRAV68
GRAV69
GRAV70
GRAV71
GRAV72
GRAV73
GRAV74
GRAV75
GRAV77
GRAV78
GRAV79
GRAV82
GRAV83
GRAV84
GRAV85
GRAV86
GRAV87
GRAV88
GRAV89
GRAV90
GRAV91
GRAV92
GRAV93
GRAV94
GRAV96
GRAV97
GRAV98
GRAV99
GRAV100
GRAV101
GRAV102
GRAV104
GRAV105
GRAV106
GRAV107
GRAV108

170.4973144
170.5034171
170.5176662
170.5172384
170.5165759
170.515868
170.5150327
170.5140602
170.5128724
170.5119456
170.5112135
170.5104975
170.5095543
170.508799
170.5080765
170.5077587
170.5074079
170.5072105
170.5026619
170.5118997
170.5111785
170.5077056
170.5058786
170.5052576
170.5041163
170.5046281
170.5038775
170.5053408
170.5066418
170.5077131
170.5088664
170.5097628
170.5099362
170.5122699
170.508721
170.5081134
170.5083111
170.5074192
170.5064222
170.5068723
170.5078395
170.5022766
170.5015424
170.5003629
170.5011391
170.5023748

-45.90216978
-45.89945258
-45.89347702
-45.89335504
-45.89316584
-45.89292747
-45.89267641
-45.89237632
-45.89200787
-45.89156262
-45.89097377
-45.89032981
-45.8895162
-45.88882846
-45.88823435
-45.88795701
-45.88764457
-45.88726656
-45.89874618
-45.89532634
-45.89469455
-45.89163119
-45.8900282
-45.88946487
-45.88848844
-45.890621
-45.89125104
-45.89251629
-45.8936324
-45.89461763
-45.89561766
-45.89643207
-45.89528285
-45.89399782
-45.90210268
-45.90134195
-45.89998625
-45.90034314
-45.90076779
-45.90136239
-45.90245543
-45.89397354
-45.89310084
-45.89360318
-45.89446081
-45.89575005

980683.7
980683.5
980682.9
980682.9
980682.9
980682.9
980682.9
980682.8
980682.8
980682.8
980682.7
980682.7
980682.6
980682.5
980682.5
980682.4
980682.4
980682.4
980683.4
980683.1
980683
980682.8
980682.6
980682.6
980682.5
980682.7
980682.7
980682.8
980683
980683
980683.1
980683.2
980683.1
980683
980683.7
980683.6
980683.5
980683.6
980683.6
980683.6
980683.7
980683
980682.9
980682.9
980683
980683.1

14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
49
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
65
66
67
68
69

170.487444
170.487672
170.487116
170.48638
170.485738
170.485009
170.483822
170.482939
170.481654
170.48259
170.483512
170.48544
170.487328
170.488518
170.489937
170.488702
170.491361
170.493568
170.51772
170.516789
170.516047
170.515228
170.514136
170.513574
170.512556
170.510602
170.511025
170.512168
170.49562
170.495846
170.49436
170.514734
170.515039
170.516063
170.516584
170.517514
170.518679
170.520049
170.519302
170.518085
170.516824
170.501779
170.496739
170.493536
170.482632
170.482497

-45.905151
-45.904346
-45.903238
-45.902024
-45.900889
-45.899764
-45.898679
-45.897648
-45.89612
-45.895663
-45.895295
-45.894535
-45.893746
-45.892951
-45.894072
-45.895178
-45.894126
-45.893293
-45.893507
-45.894026
-45.894233
-45.894572
-45.894943
-45.8961
-45.896718
-45.897255
-45.898056
-45.898604
-45.889962
-45.889354
-45.891591
-45.898761
-45.897395
-45.896751
-45.895939
-45.895722
-45.895518
-45.895435
-45.895029
-45.894716
-45.894571
-45.907497
-45.904401
-45.905303
-45.911025
-45.912304

980683.9857
980683.9134
980683.8137
980683.7046
980683.6025
980683.5014
980683.4038
980683.3111
980683.1738
980683.1327
980683.0996
980683.0313
980682.9603
980682.8888
980682.9896
980683.0891
980682.9945
980682.9196
980682.9388
980682.9855
980683.0041
980683.0346
980683.0679
980683.172
980683.2275
980683.2758
980683.3478
980683.3971
980682.6201
980682.5654
980682.7666
980683.4112
980683.2884
980683.2305
980683.1575
980683.138
980683.1196
980683.1122
980683.0757
980683.0475
980683.0345
980684.1967
980683.9183
980683.9994
980684.5139
980684.6288

GRAV111
GRAV112
GRAV113
GRAV114
GRAV115
GRAV116
GRAV117
GRAV118
GRAV119
GRAV120
GRAV121
GRAV122
GRAV123
GRAV124
GRAV125
GRAV126
GRAV127
GRAV129
GRAV130
GRAV131
GRAV132
GRAV133
GRAV134
GRAV135

170.4960065
170.4941705
170.4930139
170.4913894
170.4901565
170.4895038
170.4884895
170.4894539
170.490132
170.4911511
170.4922481
170.4938896
170.4944745
170.4951413
170.4957566
170.5026621
170.4978097
170.4988747
170.4993744
170.4999058
170.500423
170.5009519
170.5017926
170.4955071

-45.90273473
-45.90349243
-45.90396626
-45.90467051
-45.90365518
-45.90288296
-45.90167466
-45.9012549
-45.90097306
-45.90055158
-45.90009628
-45.89942363
-45.90013196
-45.90092005
-45.9016512
-45.89874592
-45.90280717
-45.90407215
-45.90466856
-45.90529023
-45.90590159
-45.906527
-45.90751153
-45.89877116

980683.8
980683.8
980683.9
980683.9
980683.9
980683.8
980683.7
980683.6
980683.6
980683.6
980683.5
980683.5
980683.5
980683.6
980683.7
980683.8
980683.8
980683.9
980683.9
980684
980684.1
980684.1
980684.2
980683.4

70
71
74
75
76
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
86
87
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

170.48245
170.48407
170.512904
170.512261
170.511835
170.511248
170.511223
170.51117
170.511134
170.511081
170.511148
170.51235
170.513254
170.512138
170.499335
170.495821
170.482898
170.48216
170.483998
170.483855
170.483467
170.502323
170.505177
170.502574
170.501225

-45.913042
-45.912719
-45.901998
-45.900578
-45.899599
-45.899344
-45.90035
-45.901423
-45.902895
-45.904096
-45.905595
-45.904968
-45.903091
-45.90305
-45.899832
-45.901392
-45.909705
-45.907058
-45.905421
-45.902638
-45.900774
-45.905122
-45.904562
-45.903308
-45.901981

980684.6952
980684.6662
980683.7022
980683.5746
980683.4866
980683.4636
980683.5541
980683.6505
980683.7829
980683.8909
980684.0256
980683.9693
980683.8005
980683.7968
980683.5075
980683.6478
980684.3952
980684.1572
980684.01
980683.7598
980683.5922
980683.9831
980683.9328
980683.82
980683.7007
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